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I spotted an immaculate `Chicken of the Woods ‘Laetiporus
sulphureus’ today on chestnut logs on the lakeside at Compton
Verney – 150mm across and growing fast.

This is an unusual `bracket` fungus with a soft texture, eaten by
some. Typical hosts are Oak, Chestnut and Yew. It causes a
white heart rot eventually, (presumably in the tree not
the brave soul who eats it!)
5th May

DC

Between yesterday afternoon (5th), and this morning,
8 cygnets hatched in St Nicholas Park, Warwick.
6th May
AA

Two of the early moths from the trap. A freshly emerged Lime
hawkmoth with strong pink, green and black markings. It’s quite
a large moth.

The other is a fluffy-headed White ermine with the contrasting
black and white markings. This is a smaller moth.
6th May
LD

Brian came in just now, about 8pm, with this moth.
8th May
MP
(Identified as an Angle Shades Moth)

.../

Hampton Wood – 8th May
Twenty two members assembled on a sunny afternoon in
Hampton Wood for a spring bluebell walk. Despite bluebells
being past their best due to dry conditions, the wood still had
an amazing deep blue
carpet, interspersed
with white Stitchwort
and Yellow Archangel,
and the sun shone
through fresh green
growth on trees.

We meandered round winding paths absorbing blue vistas and the sound of
birdsong – the Reed Buntings down in the meadow amongst reeds were
distinctive. Birds seen included Heron by the river, Chiff chaffs and a Treecreeper
running up and down branches above us.
Butterflies fluttered around, especially Orange
Tip, Brimstones, Whites, and Speckled Wood.

Mating Green-veined butterflies were seen by the river two days
earlier. Insects were sadly rather scarce, with Sabina in hot pursuit….

Bluebells are such a powerful symbol of spring but once were
sought as a remedy for snakebite, according to Tennyson. In
medieval times the bulbs were used to treat TB and Leprosy and
also utilised in the production of glue to attach feathers to arrows.
During the Elizabethan era and well beyond, the sap from bluebell
stems was used to stiffen ruffs and starch clothes.
Wild Bluebell bulbs cannot be legally removed or sold and you can be fined! Just enjoy them as
one of nature’s miracles in ancient woodlands such as Hampton Wood….
9th May
FW
.../

Towards the end of our walk around Hampton Wood, I was very excited
to find a large, ginger hoverfly. I mistook it for a Merodon equestris,
another bee mimic whose larvae develop in daffodils and other bulbs.
Not one I welcome in the garden but have to tolerate.
The hoverfly in Hampton Wood turned out
to be a male Criorhina berberina, a carder
bee mimic that feeds on hawthorn, bramble
and hogweed.
Until I see insects on the computer, I cannot be really sure of
identifications but sometimes enthusiasm takes over. So, apologies
for the wrong information to those around me looking at the
handsome hoverfly.
11th May
SG

A close encounter recently with an inquisitive Canada Goose
at the Jon Baldwin Hide at Brandon Marsh!
11th May
RW

Around the pond area on the Hampton Wood walk we
spotted several of these shiny green dock beetles,
Gastrophysa viridula 4-6 mm. The pregnant female in this
mating pair will eventually become so swollen that the wing
cases will be displaced, not that males are put off mating.
The larvae feed on Dock leaves.
11th May
SG

On a recent visit to Dorset, I was lucky enough to briefly see this adder probably a juvenile judging by size - which crossed my path at Durlston
Country Park on outskirts of Swanage. It was not early morning when I think
most adders are observed but midday. He moved so quickly and photo
shows him disappearing rapidly into undergrowth. On the same holiday, I
also saw a sand lizard at the cafe at the country park plus a recently run over
slow worm (really unfortunate as it was on a very quiet road), whose innards
were spilt out but whose tail was still twitching from side to side. Dorset is
home to all 6 reptile species native to the UK - ie grass snakes, smooth
snakes, slow worms, common and sand lizard, and adders.
I have for a long time had a piece of corrugated iron down in a corner of my
garden, the idea being to act as a refuge for reptiles and I was hoping it
might attract either grass snakes or slow worms. To date it has attracted
neither, but there are often voles to be seen scuttling away as I lift it up in
hope every once in a while, so at least it is providing a nice warm, dry habitat
for something, even if not the intended subject!
11th May
BC
.../

A native two-spot ladybird described as common but localised and
fortunately in my garden and local nature areas.
Our native ladybirds definitely cannot be confused
with the invasive Asian ladybirds, Harmonia
axyridis. These come in many varieties and have
untidy looking spots and large white areas on the
face and pronotum.
11th May

SG

As yet there are not many hoverflies visiting the garden. The most
frequent around Forget-me-nots are the tiny, black hovers such as
the 5-8mm male and female Platycheirus albimanus shown below.
The male is slender ...
and the female already 'gravid'
(carrying eggs).
There are many varieties of Platycheirus and other tiny hoverflies,
some of whom slip under leaves just to frustrate the photographer.
11th May
SG

We sometimes have coffee in the summer house and one
morning recently Liz noticed a wasp which came in and
disappeared somewhere. The same thing happened on the
following days until, on the last occasion, Liz saw it go under
my chair and make its way up inside it.
We had the impression that this was
the same wasp on each occasion rather
than several individuals and on
removing the bottom lining on the chair we discovered a solitary wasp
nest. I haven’t been able to identify it properly yet. If you look carefully
at the nest photo you can see the wasp's face just underneath the nest.
15th May
RD
A couple of pictures showing
small public areas which have
been allowed to grow wild. The
first shows St Mary Magdalene’s
churchyard, Lillington ...
and the second is the verge at
the side of Christchurch
Gardens, Leamington.
15th May

RD

.../

Another pretty verge in a lane near Guiting Power in the
Cotswolds.

This Drinker moth caterpillar
(Euthrix potatoria) crossed
our path on the same walk,
so called because the caterpillar is believed to drink drops of
dew on grass stems.
15th May

LW

Gorcott Hill Reserve (Heart of England Forest)
WNHS is visiting this Reserve on Sunday 29th May
together with Tasha Cain, the Gorcott Biodiversity
Officer. This recently acquired 9 acre site joins the
existing 53 acre site in the area, 39 acres of which is
already ancient semi-natural woodland, buffered by 14
acres of grassland - vital for supporting insects,
including bees and other pollinators.
This mature, little touched site is not generally
open to the public and with such wonderful
diverse habitats this promises to be a delightful
afternoon.

Seen in and around my garden recently:
Chocolate tip moth

Salsify
15th May

DW

(More of Derek’s superb photographs are
attached to the covering email.)

A pair of Blue Tits in my garden worked tirelessly for up to 6 weeks making
their nest in a nest box. On May 11th they stopped and were nowhere to be
seen. A magpie had been harassing other birds in the preceding days - maybe
they or one of them fell victim to its appetite. This is a common cause of
abandoned blue tit nests.
16th May
AB

.../

We did a lovely walk today from Kings Sutton to Charlton for lunch (south of Banbury) with
skylarks hovering above wonderful meadows full of buttercups. A Painted Lady was spotted
flitting along the hedgerow but wouldn’t stay still long enough for a photo!
18th May
LW

The Wisteria is magnificent again this
year – alive with the buzzing of bees
and hoverflies.
How do all those flowers come out of
a tiny bud?!!
15th May
LW
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